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Abstract— In life science research bioimaging is often used
to study two kinds of features in a sample simultaneously:
morphology and co-location of molecular components. While
bioimaging technology is rapidly proposing and improving new
multidimensional imaging platforms, bioimage informatics has
to keep pace in order to develop algorithmic approaches to
support biology experts in the complex task of data analysis.
One particular problem is the availability and applicability of
sophisticated image analysis algorithms via the web so different
users can apply the same algorithms to their data (sometimes
even to the same data to get the same results) and independently
from her/his whereabouts and from the technical features of
her/his computer. In this paper we describe TICAL, a visual
data mining approach to multivariate microscopy analysis which
can be applied fully through the web. We describe the algorithmic
approach, the software concept and present results obtained for
different example images.
Index Terms— bioimage informatics, multivariate bioim-
age analysis, fluorescence microscopy, high-content screening,
MALDI imaging, multi-tag imaging, MELC, TIS, visual data
mining, visualization, machine learning, clustering, dimensional
reduction
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last ten years, bioimage informatics has evolved as
a new branch in the tree of bioinformatics. This community
has made great achievements in the development of freely
available toolkits to support biologists in setting up a bioimage
data base for image management, retrieval, annotation and
processing as well [1], [2], [3]. The main reason behind this
trend is the ongoing development of bioimage technologies
towards automation, higher throughput, better imaging quality
and higher signal dimension. The latter can be achieved using
multi tag imaging and high content screens [4], [5], [6], [7],
[8] or MELC/TIS (toponome imaging system) imaging [9].
Recently, other non-optical techniques have been proposed
to record high dimensional bioimage data visualizing a) co-
location of proteins/metabolites (such as MALDI imaging
[10]) or b) molecular interaction patterns, such as vibrational
spectroscopy [11]. The analysis of such multivariate bioimage
data is a non-trivial task, since two domains of information are
of interest to the biologist here: the tissue/cell morphology and
the high dimensional space of co-location patterns, where the
dimension D is given by the number of molecules (or residues)
which are visualized with the techniques [12]. If the number of
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tags or visualized molecular components is low (i. e. D ≤ 3)
the images can be explored with standard procedures such
as RGB pseudocolor visualization (i. e. the single grey value
images are interpreted as red-, green- or blue-channel) or link
& brush techniques [13]. However, in case of larger values
of D the analysis strategy is less straightforward and new
approaches and tools are needed that can cope with the high
dimension. However, although the fields of machine learning
and image processing seem to offer a wealth of promising
technologies to find the hidden regularities in high dimensional
data the application on biology depends on the availability of
these methods as integrated tools. This is sometimes hampered
by the fact that most of the underlying algorithms are compu-
tationally expensive or the installation of the software depends
on a particular platform feature like the operating system of
the computer. This is a serious problem, since one reason for
the rapid developments in molecular biology and life sciences
in the last decade was the free availability of computational
tools for the analysis of genomics or proteomics data. If a
researcher wants to analyze their sequences of amino acids
or some results from mass spectrometry, free tools such as
BLAST, CLUSTALW or MASCOT enable a quick first look
at the data since they can be applied just through an internet
browser. Thus we believe, that not only the development of
image analysis tools is important but also the development of
technical concepts that allow users to apply these tools to their
data without any time-consuming burden of installing some
software on their own computers. In this paper we present
TICAL (Tool for Image Clustering And anaLysis), which is
a web tool to support visual data mining in any kind of
multivariate bioimages. We present the technical concept and
show some examples obtained for multivariate fluorescence
micrographs. A test user access is provided to test the system.
II. MATERIAL
The TICAL tool and its functions are demonstrated with
two different data sets. First we apply TICAL to fluorescence
micrographs from a study about bacterial infection in cell
cultures [7]. The images were obtained using three stains in
a high content screen to visualize 1) the nucleus (Hoechst
33342), 2) the cytoplams (WCSR) and 3) the bacteria Listeria
monocytogenes (GFP), so D = 3. The other data set is from
a study of protein co-location patterns using TIS imaging in
colon cancer tissue and normal healthy tissue [14], where D =
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29 antibodies have been selected. We show results obtained
from one visual field in a tissue section from healthy tissue.
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Fig. 1. The TICAL architecture consists of three layers. 1. The user submits
a request to the web server, which triggers a XML-RPC call. 2. The call is
received by the XML-RPC server and starts the execution of the clustering
software on the compute servers using the parameters entered by the user. 3.
When the algorithms have finished the user is notified by mail, the clustering
result (usually a set of prototypes) is written to a file and saved in a database
together with additional metainformation. By requesting to view the result
in another web application such as WHIDE, the corresponding JSON file is
loaded and a visualization of it is presented to the user.
III. METHODS
One way to analyze multivariate image data is a combina-
tion of clustering and dimension reduction. In a first step, a
vector quantization clustering is applied to the D-dimensional
image data. A set of K prototype vectors (often also referred
to as reference or codebook vectors) u(k)k=1,...,K ∈ [0, 1]D is
trained using the the co-location feature vectors x(ξ) ∈ [0, 1]D
that contain the D grey values of pixel ξ, normalized to scale
[0, 1]. Second, a cluster map is generated that shows for each
pixel ξ the value κ ∈ [1, ...,K] which is the index of the
best matching prototype to its co-location feature vector x(ξ).
Third, the prototypes are mapped to a color scale and the
cluster map is visualized showing for each pixel ξ the result
coloring. This mapping is achieved by applying a dimension
reduction algorithm to the set of all prototypes U = {u(k)}
to map each prototype to a low-dimensional representation
n(k) ∈ [0, 1]d with d ≤ 3. The aim of this reduction is to
preserve as much of the important topological features of the
prototype distributions as possible. These new coordinates are
interpreted as the prototypes’ coordinates in the chosen color
scale and the cluster map is displayed showing for each pixel
ξ the color of its best matching prototype. To choose the color
scale (and its dimension), different strategies can be applied.
Levkovitz [15] has proposed a variety of strategies to render
one-dimensional color scales. However, we propose to use a
two dimensional color scale for a practical reason. A two-
dimensional color scale can be displayed as a plane and the
positions of the cluster prototypes can be marked with icons
in this plane. Moving the icons on the plane can be used
to change the mapping between prototypes and colors which
is a powerful mechanism to enhance the color contrast for
particular prototypes, i.e. subregions in the D-dimensional co-
location space. Recently, we have illustrated the power of this
approach in an application to TIS images in a colon cancer
study [14]. Using our approach we effectively visualized,
which features normal and cancer tissue have in common
and which features are different. Morphological features were
visually accessible simultaneously to high-dimensional co-
location features. In the next section we describe the technical
concept of TICAL, which basically follows the idea of a client
server architecture.
A. Implementation
The TICAL architecture consists of three layers as can
be seen in Figure 1, modeling a client-server-architecture as
mentioned before. First the user chooses several parameters
for clustering in the TICAL user interface (see Figure 2).
When submitting the job afterwards, a HTTP-POST request is
sent to the web server, where it triggers a PHP script on the
web server. The script executes a XML-RPC (XML Remote
5
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Fig. 2. The TICAL user interface: The feature selection (1) consists of
channel selection, image clipping and threholding each channel individually.
Preprocessing (2), clustering techniques (3) and metric selection (4) are
presented in visual manner to aid the user in selection. Different techniques
can be chosen here. Professional users might check the box (5) to get advanced
options. Non-professionals can always stick with the defaults and are usually
fine with that. The parameters under (6) control how clustering is performed.
Later the user can find the result under the name provided (7) in BioIMAX.
By pressing the button (8) the cluster-job is submitted.
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3Fig. 3. A pseudo color visualization obtained with neural gas vector quantization clustering (K = 50). PCA was applied to map prototypes to color scale
coordinates in a circular color scale varying the hue and the saturation of a color. Similar colors represent similar co-location patterns which point at similar
biological functions. The whole framework supports the process of visual data mining with several functions to modify the display interactively which is
shown in the figure moving from the left screen to the right screen: Using slider (a) the opacity of the cluster map is controlled to create a fusion display of
the cluster pseudocolor map and one original fluorescence image. In the color scale mapping window (b), the cluster icons can be shifted using the arrows
and the color scale can be rotated to change the pseudocolor map (d) according to individual criteria, i. e. considering the fact, that human observers do not
have the same sensitivity for color contrast along the visual spectrum. While the color mapping is modified, the colors of the selected cluster icons in the
bottom row (e) are updated accordingly (e).
Procedure Call)1. This allows us to separate the web server and
compute server for both performance and security benefits.
In the context of TICAL, the procedures executed by the
XML-RPC server are the clustering algorithms for instance.
Since TICAL is designed as a web tool which can be applied
by multiple users, the procedures ought to be implemented
with threads to avoid blocking of the server. Because this limits
the number of jobs at a time and requires manual scheduling
we instead chose to submit the heavy computing tasks (such
as clustering) to a grid of compute servers.
Each clustering job consists of the the following components:
1) pre-processing
2) pixelwise feature extraction
3) clustering
4) post-processing
5) saving results
These tasks are performed using the open image processing
software library OpenCV [16] and our own in-house machine
learning software library MLlib, which is implemented in
C/C++. The clustering algorithms are all written in C++ for
performance reasons. Furthermore most of our clustering
algorithms (see below) use parallel computing to achieve a
better runtime. For parallelization OpenMP [17] is used. As
soon as one clustering job is finished the user gets an email
notifying him of the availability of his results which are
saved as compressed flat files to enable fast transfer to the
client’s computer later on. Metainformation on the clustering
job (time/date, input data set, pre-processing parameters,
clustering parameters) is stored in a MySQL database. If the
user wants to view the results for instance via the online tool
WHIDE (see below) the metainformation are read from the
database and the representation file is parsed to generate a
1XML-RPCs are XML documents sent via a web protocol which are parsed
at the server and contain an instruction to trigger a procedure server-side.
visual result of the data.
The user interface of TICAL is written in Adobe Flex be-
cause of the broad availability of flash-enabled web browsers.
The XML-RPC server is written in C++ and uses the DRMAA
(Distributed Resource Management Application API) library
[18]to communicate with the distributed resource management
of the compute grid. The grid is an aggregation of loosely
coupled computers and the tasks of scheduling and load
balancing is done automatically by the engine. The result
files are stored in zlib compressed JSON format, which is
a lightweight alternative to XML. zlib compression is used
because it is the only compression which can be uncompressed
by Adobe Flex.
B. How to use TICAL online
Examples from both studies can be accessed via our online
bioimage analysis platform BioIMAX (BioImage Manage-
ment, Analysis and eXploration)2 using the login miaabtest
and the password go4miaab. After logging into BioIMAX
(please ensure you use a flash-enabled browser such as fire-
fox), please choose the project MIAAB from the list on the
left and start project browser below. After a few seconds
the project browser appears, showing two data sets. To start
TICAL, select one data set (now highlighted in yellow) and
activate TICAL on the right. A new window opens, showing
the TICAL user interface (see Figure 2). Here, one can
choose the tag images that should be considered (since in
some applications one might be interested only in a subset
of tags), pre-processing options and the clustering algorithm
to be applied. In the current version three different cluster
algorithms can be applied: k-means, neural gas [20] and the
hyperbolic self-organizing map (H2SOM) [21]. Regarding the
2http://ani.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/BioIMAX/ [19]
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4Fig. 4. The result color map for a three component fluorescence micrograph from a study about bacterial infection in cell cultures. Using TICAL, a
hierarchical hyperbolic SOM (H2SOM) was trained and the result cluster map is displayed and interactively modified. In a first step, the cluster prototypes
are moved across the color plate so a large number of prototypes that represent the background are squeezed into a small part of blue in the color plate (a).
In the bottom row (b), some example prototypes are displayed showing the high color contrast for every co-location signal combination of interest. In a next
step, one can select one of three component images (c), like the Listeria monocytogenes GFP channel here, continuously zoom into the image (d) and change
the opacity to explore the local co-location features in detail.
dimension reduction step two (see above) the three algorithms
are treated slightly different. While the dimension reduction
for prototypes trained with k-means or neural gas are mapped
using a principal component analysis (PCA) the low dimen-
sional coordinates of the H2SOM prototypes are computed
from the grid coordinates. Since the dimension reduction is
computed on powerful compute servers (see Figure 1) we are
planning to implement other dimension reduction algorithms
as well, that have been proposed in the last years such as t-SNE
[22], LLE [23] or ISOMAP [24] which are not well suited to
project an entire image within reasonable computation time
but are definitely applicable to a comparable low number of
n · 102 to n · 103 prototypes.
C. Online visual exploration of the result
In the standard setting, the user is logged into BioIMAX
and receives a message after the clustering and dimension
reduction is completed3. To view a clustering result, start the
Data Browser (or go back to the Data Browser if you are
still logged in) and activate the Results box in the above filter
menu. In addition be sure that the pull-down menu show data
from shows My Data (default). After a few seconds, the
clustering result is displayed (with its name assigned to it
using the TICAL interface see Figure 2 above) and can be
selected and displayed using the tool WHIDE on the right
(see Figure 3 and 4 for examples).
IV. RESULTS
To demonstrate the usefulness of TICAL we applied TICAL
to two data sets described above. To demonstrate TICAL’s
potential for the analysis of TIS data we show results obtained
using the neural gas algorithm with K = 50 neurons, i. e. pro-
totypes. For this setting the computation time was 10 minutes
3Since the reviewers can only use the test account they can not be informed
by email so we kindly ask them to just wait a few minutes/hours and come
back to BioIMAX afterwards to look for the results.
for 30 learning epochs. One learning epoch spans n training
steps with n as the number of training items, i. e. number of
image pixels. The result is shown in Figure 3 in pseudocolor
using the approach explained above. Using a slider, the opacity
is controlled so that the relation between the pseudocolors
to the original image signals can be investigated (here the
DAPI signal). One can see the usefulness of the topology
preserving strategy in the pseudocoloring, since it preserves
many morphological structures which are usually lost when
using random color mapping of prototypes [9]. The Figure 3
shows a small subset of selected cluster prototypes in bottom
row so the reader can see how the one dimensional changes
in the color scale are mapped to changes to changes in the
D-dimensional co-location feature space.
To demonstrate TICAL’s value even for lower dimensional
cases we show results for the listeria infection data set (D = 3)
with a H2SOM of three layers, including the central node. For
this setting, the training time was approx. one hour. In this
result displayed in Figure 4 one can see the advantage of using
TICAL compared to a standard RGB coloring. The clustering
based pseudocoloring enhances the color contrast allowing a
quick assessment of different categories of bacterial invasion
in cells, expressed by different color patterns.
V. DISCUSSION
The TICAL tool shows to be an efficient interface for users
to apply machine learning algorithms to their multivariate
image data. Due to our flat data model TICAL is very flexible
and can be applied to any stack of aligned grey value images
like for instance MALDI images, hyper- or multispectral data.
However, a direct visual inspection of the data is necessary
to understand the data, i. e. the hidden regularities between
morphological structure and co-location. Since PCA is lim-
ited to visualize linear structures other dimension reduction
techniques (see above) need to be implemented in the future
to capture non-linear features in the co-location feature space.
One example is already applicable, which is the H2SOM that
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5shows for example good results for both data sets (see Figure
4 for an example from the Listeria infection study and our
recent publication for results obtained for TIS data [14]).
VI. CONCLUSION
TICAL shows how machine learning libraries can be made
applicable for a non-expert users by streamlining the process
(in this case the application to multivariate bioimage data) and
integrating these methods in client server data analysis frame-
works. Although this strategy is generally not new and the
technical concept contains some state of the art components
we believe, that the integration of all the technical components
into one web tool is a valuable contribution to the field of
bioimage informatics with a focus on the very special group
of multivariate bioimages which clearly have the potential to
close serious gaps in life science knowledge in the future.
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